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Abstract

The specific heat behaviour in bulk nanomaterials (NMs) obtained by adding

nanoparticles to pure suspending media has attracted a lot interest in recent years.

Controversial results about NMs specific heat (cp) have been reported in literature,

where nanoparticles (NPs) of different sizes and materials were suspended in solid

and liquid salts, at different concentrations and temperatures. However, a unified

picture explaining the cp enhancements and diminutions by adding NPs to pure salts

is still missing. In this work, we present a general theoretical thermostatic model

aimed at describing the cp behaviour in two-component ionic bulk nanomaterials

containing NPs. The model, designed to work in the dilute regime, divides the NM

in three regions: bulk suspending medium (SM), nanoparticles, and interface re-

gions. It includes the effects of temperature, NPs size and NP concentration (mass

fraction), allowing to calculate cp variations with respect to the pure SM and the

ideal NM (where NP and SM are assumed to not interact). We then use the model
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to interpret results of our classical molecular dynamics simulations, which we per-

form in the solid and liquid phases of NMs representative of three different classes,

defined according to the atomic interactions at the interface. The analysis reveals

non-trivial and competing effects influencing cp, such as system-dependent atomic

rearrangements at the interface, vibrations of the NP as a whole and cp variations

coming from the individual NP and SM specific heats. Our study contributes to

the interpretation of past controversial results and helps in designing NMs with

improved thermal properties, which is highly relevant for industrial applications in

thermal energy storage and renewable energy production.
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Introduction

Using renewable energies is a key aspect in emerging issues such as climate change,

greenhouse gas emissions and sustainable technologies. In this context, the exploitation

of the thermal energy coming from the solar radiation plays a major role and it is heavily

based on our ability to harvest, store and preserve this energy for a later use, when the

solar radiation is weak or not available.

Among the technologies making use of thermal energy storage (TES), the Concen-

trated Solar Power (CSP) is the most important, reaching in 2019 a global capacity of

6.451 GW with an annual growth rate of 6.29%.1 Examples of TES systems include, e.g.,

the 125 MW Crescent Dunes Solar Energy CSP plant, which uses two TES tanks each

able to hold 32 thousand tons of molten ”solar salt”, working at T=560 K and T=840

K, respectively. In industrial applications using such a large quantity of TES materials,

even modest enhancements in the specific heat (cp) would have enormous consequences,

as a drastic reduction of the tanks’ size or, conversely, an increased quantity of stored
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energy.

Clearly, the capability of storing heat heavily relies on the chemical-physical properties

of TES materials and improvements in their thermal properties are strongly required2

also in terms of costs per generated unit energy and TES capacities.1 The cp of a new

generation of sensible TES materials should approach stretched target values of 3.7 - 4.5

JK−1g−1,3 an ambitious goal which seems, at the present, out of reach. For all these

reasons, designing materials able to go beyond the thermal limits of known materials is

imperative.

A promising paradigm generating a lot of expectations relies on the nanostructuring

of bulk materials, to expand their thermal limits.4 Materials’ nanostructuring allows to

obtain nanomaterials (NMs) containing a huge amount of internal interface regions, whose

thermodynamic properties could differ from the bulk. Table 1 illustrates the specific

interface area values of some relevant systems. These are up to seven orders of magnitude

larger than those of the corresponding bulk materials, a colossal increase. This could

generate macroscopic, measurable effects, as for example, substantial cp enhancements.

Table 1: Specific interface area (in cm2 g−1) for foams, nanomaterials and bulk materials.

Material Specific interface area
Microporous carbon foam ≈2.9×107

Mesoporous carbon foam5 ≈ 9.81×106

Macro-mesoporous carbon foam6,7 ≈ 1.35-4.45×106

Natural graphite (porous)8 ≈ 6.0×104

SiO2 NPs in KNO3 (5 nm, 20 %wt) ≈ 2.86×105

SiO2 NPs in [C4mim][BF4]
9 ≈ 6.83×104

KNO3 4.71
Amorphous carbon 3.66
Crystalline graphite 3.12

SiO2 2.86
Diamond 2.59

Au 6.72×10−1

The cp behavior of NMs made by the inclusion of nanoparticles (NPs) in solid and

liquid suspending media (SM) has attracted a huge interest in recent years. Investigations

made by many research groups have been reviewed in several works, e.g. among others,

1The SunShot 2030 targets are to reach in ten years, a levelized cost of energy of 5 ¢/kWh, with a
TES capacity larger than 12 hours.
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by Arthur and Karim,10 Riazi et al.,11,12 Hentschke13 and, more recently, by Liu et al.14

After classifying the NMs according to their temperature regimes (from low/medium T '

300-450 K, to high T ' 550-850 K), these reviews try to obtain a consistent picture of the

available experimental data and analyze the proposed mechanisms explaining the effects

of NPs inclusion on the cp of liquid suspending media. However, the main conclusions of

these studies are that (i) the effect of NPs addition on the cp of the fluids does not yield a

consistent picture10,13 and in molten salts causes anomalous enhancements/diminutions.

(ii) the inconsistency depends on the base fluid, the NPs, and the synthesis method14 and

there are even discrepancies among results of different studies using the same materials;12

(iii) a molecular theory explaining the effects of NPs on the cp of heat transfer/storage

fluids does not yet exist13,15 and the mechanisms driving the increase are not yet entirely

understood.10,14

In this controversial scenario, the role of theoretical models and atomistic simulations

to reach a unified picture of the various phenomena and their trends and to design

nanomaterials with improved thermal properties, is crucial.

In this work, we develop a theoretical thermostatic model to describe the NMs cp behaviour,

where the NM is made by an ionic suspending medium with the inclusion of nanopar-

ticles. We then perform classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to identify the

mechanisms behind the cp variation of several, qualitatively different NMs. The theo-

retical model is used to extrapolate MD results for nanoparticles inclusion of different

sizes and mass fractions. To achieve a unified description, we investigate prototypical

systems belonging to three classes of NMs: the first, characterized by cross interactions

between the NP and the SM including both attractive/repulsive Coulomb potentials and

van der Waals contributions; the second, where cross interactions are purely repulsive;

and the third, in the solid phase, where nanoparticles are substituted by nano-holes, in-

ducing atomic relaxations at the interface. The unified description is finally achieved by

investigating both solid and liquid regimes, at four different temperatures. The combined

analysis via the theoretical model and MD simulations allows us to define some design

criteria of NMs.
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The paper is organized as follows: we first illustrate the theoretical model for the

nanomaterials’ specific heat. Next, we present MD and experimental results about the

cp of several pure constituents, namely different NPs and bulk KNO3. Then, we present

our MD results for the cp of amorphous silica NPs with silanol groups (a-SiO2OH), amor-

phous carbon NPs and nano-holes in solid KNO3. Next, we proceed with the MD study

of the same NPs, but in the KNO3 liquid phase. Simulation results are presented in

form of plots of cp enhancements with respect to the suspending medium and of density

profiles which allow to analyse the atomic structures at the NP-SM interfaces. Results

of the simulations are interpreted in the light of the proposed theoretical model. Finally,

in the last section we draw our conclusions.

Results and discussion

There is a lack of a unified picture of the cp behaviour in NMs made of nanoparticles

in solid and liquid salts.10–14 The latter materials are typically used in thermal energy

storage industrial applications.16 From a fundamental point of view, it is important to

understand the mechanisms of cp enhancements/diminutions observed in available exper-

iments,17–19 and to move from empirical20 towards more predictive models.21 From an

applied perspective (e.g., to achieve cp enhancements) it is crucial to arrive to define a

set of criteria that NPs-SM combinations must fulfil.

In this work, we will consider different classes of systems, having the KNO3 salt as

common SM. We expect that different salts, such as NaNO3 or the ”solar salt” (60%

NaNO3-40% KNO3) used in industry, behave qualitatively in a similar way, due to their

comparable microscopic structure.22,23 Each class is represented by a spherical nano-

object of different materials, with diameter σ ≈ 4.8-5.2 nm: (i) spherical amorphous

silica NPs with silanol (Si-O-OH) surface groups,24,25 denoted a-SiO2OH; (ii) spherical

amorphous carbon (a-C) NPs and (iii) solid KNO3 in presence of nano-holes.

In systems containing silica, the NPs-SM interactions are a mix of attractive/repulsive

Coulomb and van der Waals forces (see Supporting Information (SI) for details, Figure SI-
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1); in carbon systems, only repulsive interactions at the interface are present (Figure SI-2);

in presence of nano-holes, KNO3 atoms are free re-organize, still changing the interface

properties. The latter case is representative of systems as foams or solids containing

empty cavities of different shapes.6,7 All these systems allow us to explore very different

conditions at the interface, in solid and liquid regimes.

Molecular dynamics (MD) results for these nanomaterials need to be interpreted

within a general picture. Therefore, in the following we present a theoretical thermo-

static model of specific heat, for a two-components NMs, valid at any temperature and

for any NP and SM material, in a dilute regime of NPs concentration (see below and SI

for the precise definition of this regime).

Theoretical thermostatic model for nanomaterials’ specific heat

The physical behavior of NMs made by two constituents is determined, to a large extent,

by the formation of macroscopic interface regions between the constituents. As an exam-

Figure 1: Left panel: snapshot of an amorphous a-SiO2OH nanoparticle in crystalline
KNO3 at T = 550 K. The bulk phases of the constituents and the interface region are
indicated by arrows. Right panel: zoom of the interface region, with silanol groups
highlighted. The two materials interpenetrate to a certain extent, as described in the
main text. Color code: K (magenta), N (light brown), OKNO3 (cyan), Si (light green),
Oa−SiO2OH (pink). Selected -OH groups are highlighted in size in red-blue.

ple, in Figure 1 we show a snapshot of an a-SiO2OH spherical NP inside solid KNO3. Due
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to the interaction between the constituents, the NM structural and dynamical properties

will differ from those of the constituents bulk phases.

A general theoretical model of the NM specific heat (cP,nm) can be developed by con-

sidering the NM as made of three subsystems: the NP, the bulk SM and the interface

region (entirely made by SM particles). Considering NPs of diameter σ in a SM at the

temperature T , we will derive a general expression for cP,nm(T, σ) assumimg, for simplic-

ity, spherical NPs 2. First, we give the expression of the NM specific heat cidP,nm(T, σ) in

the ideal case, i.e. neglecting the interaction between the constituents:

cidP,nm(T, σ) = xnpcP,np(T, σ) + xsmcP,sm(T ). (1)

Here, cP,np(T, σ) and cP,sm(T ) are the specific heats of the NP and the bulk SM, respec-

tively, and xnp = mnp

mt
and xsm = msm

mt
are the mass fractions of the NM total mass mt,

where mnp and msm are the NPs and the SM total masses in the system (xnp +xsm = 1).

Due to the NP-SM interaction, cP,nm(T, σ) will in general deviate from its ideal counter-

part cidP,nm(T, σ). The specific heat cP,nm(T, σ) can always be decomposed as:

cP,nm(T, σ) = cidP,nm(T, σ) + cP,ex(T, σ) (2)

where we implicitly define the excess term cP,ex(T, σ) as the difference between the NM

physical (fully interacting) specific heat and its ideal (non interacting) counterpart. This

term is central in our analysis as it incorporates all the contributions (thermal degrees

of freedom) to cp generated by the interaction between the constituents3. In order to

find its analytical expression, we will make the assumption that the NP surface is only

slightly modified by the interaction, while the SM structure can be strongly affected by

the presence of the NPs. The subsystems have the mass fractions xnp (for the NP), xsm,b

(for the SM bulk) and xsm,int (for the SM interface region), where xsm,b + xsm,int = xsm.

Correspondingly, each subsystem has an associated specific heat: cP,np(T, σ), cP,sm(T )

and cP,int(T, σ). Hence, cP,nm(T, σ) can be expressed as:

2The extension to other NPs geometries is straightforward.
3Note that the excess term cP,ex(T, σ) can be also a negative quantity.
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cP,nm(T, σ) = xnpcP,np(T, σ) + xsm,b(T, σ)cP,sm(T ) + xsm,int(T, σ)cP,int(T, σ) . (3)

From Eqs. (2) and (3), we have:

cP,ex(T, σ) = xsm,int(T, σ)(cP,int(T, σ)− cP,sm(T )) . (4)

Eqs. (2) and (4) show that due to the NP-SM interaction, it is possible to obtain nanoma-

terials with a cP,nm(T, σ) higher or lower than in the ideal mixture, depending whether

the cP,int(T, σ) of the interface region is larger or smaller than cP,sm(T ), associated to the

SM bulk. In this way the specific heat enhancement cP,nm(T, σ) − cidP,nm(T, σ) is defined

as a variation with respect to ideal value. Alternatively, the enhancement can be also

given in percentage with respect to cP,sm(T ), as η(T, σ) = cP,nm(T, σ)/cP,sm(T ) − 1, as

typically done in the experimental literature. Here, results will be analysed by using both

definitions. According to Eqs. (1) and (2), we can obtain NMs with a cP,nm(T, σ) higher

or lower than cP,sm(T ) under the conditions:

cP,nm(T, σ)− cP,sm(T ) R 0 −→ cP,np(T, σ) +
cP,ex(T, σ)

xnp
R cP,sm(T ). (5)

Clearly, Eq. (5) shows that if there is no significant interaction between the constituents

(cP,ex(T, σ) ≈ 0), the specific heat of the nanomaterial will approach the ideal value and

will increase (decrease) as soon as we add nanoparticles whose specific heat is higher

(lower) than cP,sm(T ), for any finite NP mass fraction (see also Eq. 2).

The experimental data of cP,nm(T, σ), as obtained for a variety of NPs and SMs,10–14

show that cP,nm(T, σ) strongly deviates from the ideal behavior, but the data interpreta-

tion is often controversial and rarely based on the systematic dependence of cP,np(T, σ)

and cP,sm(T ) on temperature and NP size. In this complex experimental scenario, the ex-

cess term cP,ex(T, σ) plays an essential role and incorporates the microscopic mechanisms

controlling the cP,nm(T, σ) variation due to the interaction of the constituents.

Eq. (4) is particularly relevant in the dilute regime. We define this regime for NPs

dispersions as the mass fraction interval xnp ∈ [0, xdilutenp ], where the cP,nm(xnp) behaviour
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is linear and approximates well the experimental specific heat of the dispersions, in the

exact, same spirit of the Henry’s law for solutions.26–29 (see also SI for a full discussion).

In this regime, the atomic structure of the interface region in presence of many NPs

is the same as it would be if there was a single NP in the entire system, implying that

cP,int(T, σ) (a quantity per unit mass) will not depend on the NPs mass fraction or number

concentration.4 For spherical NPs in the dilute regime, the mass fraction of the interface

region in Eq. (4) reads (see SI for the derivation):

xsm,int(T, σ) = xnp
ρsm,int(T, σ)

ρ1p(T )

[(
1 + 2

δint(T, σ)

σ

)3

− 1

]
(6)

where ρsm,int(T, σ) is the density of the interface and ρ1p(T ) is the density of one NP.5

Eq. (6) (entering Eqs. (4) and (2)) shows that, for example, for a positive specific heat

enhancement (cP,ex(T, σ) > 0), the latter increases when the NP weight fraction xnp

increases. Moreover, it will increase when the NP diameter σ decreases and when the

NP density ρ1p(T ) decreases : lighter and smaller NPs will generate larger deviations from

the ideal behavior. This fact can be explained by noticing that at a given xnp and ρ1p(T ),

a reduction of σ implies an increase in the NPs number concentration, i.e. an increase of

the total interface volume. Likewise, at fixed xnp and σ, lighter NPs again imply a larger

NPs number concentration and total interface volume. Clearly, this volume depends also

on the thickness δint(T ), whose value can be extracted by the system density profiles

obtained via a MD simulations (see below), even if, strictly speaking, its determination

is not extremely precise. Several methods have been proposed in the literature,30,31 here

we used the one of Ref.,31 based on the systematic deviations of the density from the

average bulk density.

The generality of this model can be fully exploited by combining it with MD calcu-

lations of cP,nm(T, σ), cP,np(T, σ) and cP,sm(T ) performed at a given T , σ and xnp, for

the respective three systems. Once their values are known, Eq. (1) allows to obtain

4In a non-dilute regime, the interfaces overlap would affect their structures, and cP,int(T, σ) could
depend on xnp and number concentration (depending on d, σ, δint and on how many NPs are involved
in the interface ”merging”).

5For small variations of σ, ρsm,int(T, σ) and δint(T, σ) are assumed to be σ independent, i.e.
ρsm,int(T, σ) ≈ ρsm,int(T ) and δint(T, σ) ≈ δint(T ).
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cidP,nm(T, σ), which in turn makes possible to extract the excess term cP,ex(T, σ) from Eq.

(2). Next, cP,int(T, σ) can be obtained from Eqs. (6) and (4). As cP,int(T, σ) in the dilute

regime is independent of xnp, its knowledge at (T, σ) allows to obtain cP,ex(T, σ) and

finally the specifc heat of the nanomaterial cP,nm(T, σ), at any xnp in the whole dilute

regime at a given (T, σ). The excess term cP,ex(T, σ) will be a linear function of xnp (from

Eqs. 6 and 4).

The theoretical model allows also to avoid MD calculations at different NP diameters

σ. From enthalpy considerations it is possible to write cP,ex(T, σ) as:

cP,ex(T, σ) =
A

mt

CA,ex(T ) , (7)

where CA,ex(T ) is an excess term per nanoparticle unit surface, A is the sum of the surface

areas of all NPs and mt is the total mass of the system. For spherical NPs, Eq. (7) reads

(see SI for the derivation of Eqs. 7 and 8):

cP,ex(T, σ) = xnp
6

σρ1p(T )
CA,ex(T ). (8)

The excess term CA,ex(T ) is a relevant, fundamental quantity, as it depends only on the

nature of the materials at the interface. In fact we are assuming, very reasonably, that

for small variations of σ, CA,ex(T ) is independent on the NP surface curvature, hence σ

appears only as a prefactor in Eq. (8).6

In summary, the independence of CA,ex(T ) of σ allows to know the excess term

cP,ex(T, σ) (and then specific heat enhancements illustrated in the next Sections) at any

xnp, and σ compatible with the dilute regime, via a set of MD simulations for the three

systems (NM, NP and bulk SM) performed at given (T , σ). In the SI a quantitative

analysis is made, to set the limits that a dilute regime imposes to xnp values. Our model

then allows to have information about the specific heat of the NMs (avoiding extra MD

calculations) in very large intervals of xnp and σ, while only a temperature change will

require new MD simulations, as will be illustrated below.

6Note that the trends of increasing/decreasing excess terms from Eq. (8) are similar to the ones from
Eqs. (4) and (6).
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Specific heat of constituents and NMs ideal behaviour

We will now calculate, via MD, the specific heat of the constituents analyzed in this

work. Figure 2 shows the cP,sm(T ) values of bulk KNO3 as a function of temperature,

Figure 2: Specific heat of bulk KNO3 from room temperature to its thermal stability
limit, in its solid and liquid phase (experimental32,33 and calculated via MD22). TS

and TM indicate solid-to-solid and solid-to-liquid experimental transition temperatures
of the material. We show also the cP,np(T ) of different nanoparticles: a-SiO2OH and a-C
(calculated in this work); Al2O3

32 and TiO2.
33

together with MD calculated cP,np(T, σ) of a-SiO2OH and a-C NPs and experimental

values of Al2O3 and TiO2 NPs. The NMs specific heat ideal behaviour when adding

NPs of different materials to bulk KNO3, can be analyzed via Eq. (1). Adding a-

SiO2OH NPs implies cidP,nm < cP,sm, as cP,np < cP,sm (except for T & 750 K, where

MD calculations give cidP,nm > cP,sm). Adding a-C NPs produces cidP,nm > cP,sm for all

considered temperatures. The same should happen for TiO2 NPs. Finally, adding Al2O3

NPs produces a cidP,nm ' cP,sm.These preliminary considerations will play a role in the

analyses of the cp variations in the fully interacting NMs, with respect to the SM, which

we will present below for solid and liquid systems.
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Specific heat of solid nanomaterials

In this Section, we will discuss the properties of solid NMs. Combining results of MD

simulations and of the theoretical model illustrated above, we will analyze the behaviour

of different systems leading to different cp enhancements/diminutions.

a-SiO2OH nanoparticles in solid KNO3. We first consider a-SiO2OH NPs (σ = 5.2

nm) in solid potassium nitrate. The NPs have silanol (Si-O-OH) surface groups at the

experimental silanol concentrations34 (Figure 1, right panel).

Experimentally, KNO3 undergoes a solid-to-solid structural transition at TS= 403

K and a solid-to-liquid transition at TM =607 K (see Figure 2).22,35 We simulate the

system at 450 and 550 K, at ambient pressure (P = 1 atm). These temperatures have

been chosen between TS and TM , where the experimental and simulated cp data for

pure KNO3 are very stable. The MD calculated specific heats are summarized in Table

Table 2: Calculated cp for solid nanomaterials, using KNO3 as suspending medium. NPs
and nano-holes have diameter σ = 4.8− 5.2 nm. Temperatures (T) are given in K, cp ’s
in JK−1g−1and CA,ex in 10−7× JK−1g−1 cm−2. Note that the xnp’s for a-SiO2OH and a-C
are slightly different, so that the cp,ex’s are not immediately comparable (they depend on
xnp, Eq. 8), while CA,ex’s are (they do not depend on mass fractions).

T cP,np cP,sm xnp cidP,nm cP,nm cP,ex CA,ex

a-SiO2OH 450 1.052 1.303 0.0638 1.287 1.360 0.073 2.27
NP 550 1.182 1.369 0.0638 1.357 1.417 0.060 1.86
a-C 450 2.113 1.303 0.0408 1.347 1.492 0.156 5.77
NP 550 2.120 1.369 0.0408 1.410 1.658 0.258 9.55

Nano 450 - 1.303 - 1.303 1.326 0.023 1.5
hole 550 - 1.369 - 1.369 1.396 0.027 1.65

2. The cP,nm values are 1.360 and 1.417 JK−1g−1at 450 and 550 K, respectively. At

the same temperatures, cP,sm of KNO3 is 1.303 and 1.369, and cidP,nm 1.287 and 1.357.

As the nanoparticle cP,np ’s are lower than cP,sm, simply adding a-SiO2OH NPs to solid

KNO3 within an ideal model can only decrease cidP,nm and the reduction is more substantial

the larger the NP mass fraction (Eq. 1). Crucially instead, at 450 K and xnp =0.0638 the

specific heat cP,nm is higher than cP,sm (by 4.4%) and than cidP,nm (by 5.7%). This means

that the interaction is not only able to counterbalance the lower cP,np of the nanoparticles,

but also to revert the trend, producing a positive enhancement.
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Figure 3: Density profiles of solid KNO3 (total and from individual atoms) around an a-
SiO2OH nanoparticle at T= 450 and 550 K. Blue horizontal lines are constant densities in
the KNO3 bulk. The density of the NP silanol groups is not shown. Densities of individual
atoms are shown for T = 450 K only and are in adimensional units, normalized to their
stoichiometry in the KNO3 bulk. The zero of the x axis is located at the edge of the NP,
to emphasize the thickness of the interface regions, highlighted in cyan and orange for
the two temperatures.
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To understand the microscopic mechanisms leading to this increase, in Figure 3 we

show the density profiles of the interface region at 450 and 550 K. We define31 the

KNO3 interface thickness δint as the distance from the NP surface density peak (at 0

nm) to the region where the bulk KNO3 density and structure are recovered. At 450 K

this happens at ≈ 1.9 nm, thus δint ≈ 1.9 nm (see highlighted interface region in cyan).

At 550 K the thickness slightly increases to δint ≈ 2.0 nm (highlighted in orange), with

the a-SiO2OH density virtually unchanged. These density profiles stem from the cross

interaction potential terms between the NP and the KNO3 atoms (shown in Figure SI-1).

In turn, the terms result from attractive van der Waals and attractive/repulsive Coulomb

forces, which depend on the specific atoms considered. Inside the interface region, the

density profile of solid KNO3 clearly shows a depletion with respect to the solid bulk.

Interestingly, the profiles show a region (between ≈ 0 and 0.56 nm) where the NP and

SM interpenetrate (see also Figure 1). We anticipate that in the liquid regime, a different

behavior is obtained (see Figure 10) as, beyond the interpenetrating region, the liquid

KNO3 density ”piles up” at the interface, indicating an effective NP-SM net attraction.

The lack of pile-up in the solid is due to the large cohesive energy of the solid phase,

where the KNO3 atoms at the interface feel a stronger attraction to the solid bulk than

to the nanoparticle’s atoms. In the liquid, the bonding inside the bulk is weaker, thus

the NP-SM attraction prevails.

The cp enhancement implies an excess term cP,ex(T, σ) larger than zero. Likewise, the

purely material’s dependent CP,ex(T ) term is positive (see Eq. 7 and Table 2). From

Eq. (4), this means that the interface specific heat cP,int(T, σ) is larger than in the bulk

(cP,sm(T )), toward values typical of a liquid phase. In summary, the interface atoms of

solid KNO3 behave as they were in a frozen ”liquid-like” state, less dense than the bulk

and characterized by much softer vibrational modes, thus more prone to absorb energy

and with a larger specific heat. The existence of a liquid-like layer in crystalline finite

system (i.e. containing a surface) has been observed also in Refs.,31,36,37 which also show

that the cp of the crystalline finite system is larger than the one of the corresponding

bulk (without surface).
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Figure 4: Specific heat enhancement η = cP,nm/cP,sm − 1 (in percent, relative to the
suspending medium) of a-SiO2OH nanoparticles in solid KNO3 as function of the NP’s
diameter σ and mass fraction xnp, at T=450 and 550 K. Lines are obtained by our theo-
retical model, empty symbols refer to MD simulated systems. Blue symbols indicate the
enhancement of the fully interacting system, while red symbols the one of the correspond-
ing ideal system. Plots are truncated for mass fraction values where the nanomaterial
cannot be considered in the dilute regime (see SI for details and Table SI-7).
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We can now use our theoretical model to obtain the specific heat enhancements for

different NP mass fractions and diameters, without performing extra MD simulations.

Figure 4 illustrates the cp enhancement η in the interval xnp ∼ 0 till ∼ 0.1. Here,

the system is estimated to be in a dilute regime for several nanoparticle sizes, apart

from σ = 2 nm, where the maximum mass fraction compatible with the dilute regime is

xnp ∼ 0.05. Quantitative criteria to characterize this regime are discussed in SI and Tables

SI-7 and SI-8. Figure 4 highlights the opposite behaviour of cP,nm and cidP,nm . Importantly,

cP,nm increases with the NP mass fraction. We note also that: (i) smaller NPs allow

a much stronger enhancement than larger ones (for σ = 15 nm there is hardly any

enhancement); (ii) smaller NPs have a much faster rate of change of η with increasing xnp;

(iii) the cP,nm of NMs including smaller NPs is, however, more sensitive to temperature

changes, with less pronounced enhancements at higher temperatures.

Quantitatively, the most striking result of Figure 4 is the 10% specific heat enhance-

ment at xnp = 0.05 for a σ = 2 nm NP at T = 450 K.

Positive enhancements in experimental investigations have been reported for silica

and alumina NPs in solid nitrates,38–41 in line with our results.

Carbon nanoparticles in solid KNO3. We now turn to a different system, made of

amorphous carbon nanoparticles (a-C) in solid KNO3. Here, we find that the cross terms

of the interaction are purely repulsive, as can be seen in Figure SI-2. The corresponding

density profiles are shown in Figure 6. This system is qualitatively different from the

previous one, both in the solid and liquid phase. The repulsion is such that the thickness

of the KNO3 interface region is rather small, δint ≈ 0.86 nm at 450 K and ≈ 1.0 nm

at 550 K (see cyan and orange regions in Figure 6). These values are ≈ 1 nm smaller

than in the a-SiO2OH NPs case. Moreover, the a-C NP density goes rapidly to zero (the

nanoparticle depletion region is ≈ 0.3 nm smaller than in the a-SiO2OH case). As a result,

the densities associated to the a-C NP and KNO3 do not interpenetrate. With these

findings, one can be tempted to assign to this system an ideal behavior. However, this is

by far not the case. Due to the nanoparticles inclusion, the nanomaterial exhibits a strong

cp enhancement with respect to the pure salt, much larger than in the a-SiO2OH NP case,
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as shown in Figure 7. The entity of the enhancement η is due to several reasons, which

can be understood via our theoretical model and the density profiles. First, unlike with

a-SiO2OH NPs, here even the ideal term cidP,nm gives a positive contribution to η (Figure

7), as cP,np is much higher than cP,sm (Figure 2). Second, the interface region gives a

positive contribution to η, even if by a smaller entity (per NP) as compared to the a-

SiO2OH case, where the interface region volume is larger. A third contribution comes from

the purely repulsive interactions between the two nanomaterial’s components (Figure SI-

2). This implies the presence of an excluded volume region around the a-C nanoparticle,

indicated by the black arrows in Figure 6. This region, not present with a-SiO2OH NPs,

allows the a-C NPs the possibility to have a strong vibrational motion as a whole, as

can be inferred from the a-C NP center of mass displacements shown in Figure 5 (right

panel), with a-C NPs vibration amplitudes doubled as compared to the a-SiO2OH case,

Figure 5 (left panel). This contribution is not explicitly described in our (thermostatic)

theoretical model, but is fully taken into account in the MD simulations results (i.e. in

the cP,ex and CA,ex terms), which, together with the model, determine the xnp and σ

extrapolations shown in Figure 7. Note that these second and third contributions are,

Figure 5: Center of mass trajectories (vibrations) of a-SiO2OH (left panel) and a-C (right
panel) nanoparticles in solid KNO3, at T = 550 K. The a-C NP vibration amplitude is
roughly twice as large as in the a-SiO2OH case.

ultimately, related only to the repulsive nature of the materials at the interface. Thus, in

Table 2 we see that the CA,ex values for a-C in solid KNO3 , are much larger than in the

a-SiO2OH case. A fourth, crucial reason to explain the large cp enhancement is the fact

that a-C nanoparticles are light. They have a small mass density (ρ1p ≈ 1.89 g cm−3) as
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compared to a-SiO2OH NPs (ρ1p ≈ 2.26 g cm−3) (see Table SI-9). The effect of having

light NPs is illustrated in Eq. (8) of our model. Importantly, at a given mass fraction

xnp and diameter σ, a small NP mass density implies an increased number concentration

of nanoparticles, thus amplifying the enhancements due to the previous effects.

A final aspect in the comparison between the two systems is the different behaviour

of η as the temperature increases. Let us focus on the MD data. In Figure 4 we see that

the a-SiO2OH enhancement slightly decreases in passing from 450 to 550 K. Even if, in

absolute values, cP,nm (550 K) > cP,nm (450 K) (see Table 2), the η decrease is due to

the fact that the cP,sm of KNO3 slightly increases with T . In the a-C case instead, there

is a ≈ 5% increase in η between the same temperatures, with the same cP,sm increase.

Looking at Figure 5, this increase happens at similar (or even reduced with T ) interface

region volume. Thus, the larger cp enhancement with T in a-C must come from an

increased vibration of the NPs as a whole due to temperature. The effect is not observed

in a-SiO2OH, where this vibrational motion is small at both temperatures, due to the

absence of an excluded volume region.

The large a-C cp enhancements, reaching a substantial value of 110 % (for σnp = 2

nm, T = 550 K and xnp = 0.1 (see Figure 7) is then the result of a set of non-trivial

properties, which was possible to rationalize only via the combined use of our theoretical

and computational analyses.

Nano-holes in solid KNO3. The two previous systems highlighted the crucial role of

different NP-SM cross interactions in building the interface region properties. It is then

interesting to consider the limiting case where the NP is replaced by an empty space

(nano-hole). Here, neither repulsion nor attraction are, obviously, present and no NP

vibrational motion can be associated to the nano-holes. Still, we can expect a relaxation

of the KNO3 atoms into the hole, counterbalanced by the cohesive energy of the solid.

MD calculations in similar conditions as in previous systems (a nano-hole with σ = 5.4

nm in KNO3 at 450 and 550 K) have been performed.7 Density profiles around the nano-

holes are shown in Figure 8. Looking at the edge of the nano-hole (vertical dotted line)

7Note that it is not possible, with nano-holes, to make extrapolations as a function of xnp or σ, as in
this case xnp = 0.
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Figure 6: Density profiles of solid KNO3 around an amorphous carbon (a-C) NP at
T= 450 and 550 K. Plots and highlighted regions have the same meaning as in Figure
3. Black arrows indicate the excluded volume region around the NP, as described in the
text.

we see that the cohesive energy of the solid dominates the shape of the KNO3 relaxed

density profile, which exhibits a depletion between 0 and ≈ 1 nm.

Table 2 shows a finite excess term at both temperatures, due to ”interfacial” atomic

re-arrangements, similar to the ones in previous systems. This confirms the mechanism

of interfacial processes which causes cp variations, no matter what the NP material is,

and even in the absence of it. The excess terms are lower than in a-SiO2OH and a-C in

solid KNO3, even if, as shown in Figure 8, the extension of the ”interface” region lies in

between those of a-SiO2OH and a-C (Figures 3 and 6). This apparently counter-intuitive

result confirms that in the a-C case, a large contribution to the excess term is given by

the NPs vibrational motion.

Finally, the nano-hole concept serves to understand the various mechanisms of

cp enhancement, but is also very relevant in applications as solid nanomaterials where

pores or interconnected cavities are present (e.g. foams).6,7,14,42
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Figure 7: Specific heat enhancement as in Figure 4, but for amorphous C (a-C) nanopar-
ticles in solid KNO3. Note the ≈ 110 % enhancement for σ = 2 nm at T = 550 K and
xnp = 0.1. Unlike in the a-SiO2OH case, no plot is truncated, as here large values of mass
fraction are still compatible with a dilute regime for all NP sizes (see SI for details and
Table SI-8), being the interface region rather small.
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Figure 8: Density profiles of solid KNO3 around a nano-hole at T= 450 and 550 K. Plots
and highlighted regions have the same meaning as in Figure 3. The initial edge of the
nano-hole is indicated as a dotted vertical line.
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Specific heat of liquid nanomaterials

We now turn to nanomaterials made of NPs in a liquid suspending medium. We will

analyze systems analogue to the ones in the previous Section, but in presence of liquid

KNO3. These systems give, in general, qualitatively and quantitatively different results

as compared to the corresponding solid systems.

a-SiO2OH nanoparticles in liquid KNO3. First we consider a-SiO2OH spherical NPs

in liquid KNO3. We performed MD simulations at 650 and 800 K, at ambient pressure

(P = 1 atm). These temperatures have been chosen in a range far away from the melting

point (TM =607 K) and still in the regime of liquid stability.8

Table 3: Calculated cp for liquid nanomaterials, using KNO3 as suspending medium. NPs
have diameter σ = 4.8− 5.2 nm. Temperatures (T) are given in K, cp ’s in JK−1g−1and
CA,ex in 10−7× JK−1g−1 cm−2.

T cP,np cP,sm xnp cidP,nm cP,nm cP,ex CA,ex

a-SiO2OH 650 1.311 1.518 0.08198 1.501 1.457 -0.044 -1.06
NP 800 1.506 1.518 0.08198 1.517 1.483 -0.034 -0.82
a-C 650 2.130 1.518 0.0542 1.551 1.618 0.130 3.32
NP 800 2.153 1.518 0.0542 1.552 1.618 0.129 3.29

The cp results are shown in Table 3. The cP,nm values are 1.457 and 1.483 JK−1g−1at

650 K and 800 K, respectively, higher than in the NM solid regime. Importantly though,

we find negative excess terms cP,ex, indicating that the interface region in the liquid NM

plays an opposite role as compared to the solid. At the same temperatures, cP,sm =

1.518 JK−1g−1, 9 meaning that in the liquid NM there is a ”negative enhancement” with

respect to the suspending medium, as shown in Figure 9. As in the solid system, cP,np is

lower than cP,sm, thus cidP,nm decreases and the enhancement becomes even more negative

for larger xnp, as it can be seen by the negative slopes of the linear plots in Figure 9.

The stronger decrease is obtained for the smallest NP, while an ideal system decrease is

approached by increasing the NP diameter.

Let us give a rationale of the negative excess terms cP,ex. Eq. (4) indicates that the

specific heat of the interface region (cP,int) must be smaller than in the KNO3 liquid bulk

8Experimentally, KNO3 starts to decompose in KNO2 and O2 already at 673 K, but still the system
remains liquid

9KNO3 specific heat is temperature independent in the liquid regime.22
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Figure 9: Specific heat enhancement as in Figure 4, but for a-SiO2OH nanoparticles in
liquid KNO3, at T=650 and 800 K.

(cP,sm), toward values typical of a solid phase. In Figure 10, we show the density profiles of

the interface region at 650 and 800 K. The interface region in liquids extends till the SM

density does not exhibit any oscillations. As anticipated, beyond the interpenetrating

region the KNO3 density exhibits strong oscillations (between ≈ 0.4 and 1.5 nm) and

”piles up” at the interface. The density reaches values higher than the liquid bulk at both

temperatures, indicating a NP-SM attraction which prevails over the cohesive energy

of the liquid. The pile-up is absent in the solid (Figure 3), which instead exhibits a

depletion. Starting from the NP surface, Figure 10 shows an alternation of shells made

of K+ and NO3
− ions, with the presence of peaks and dips in counter-phase (dark green

and black/red plots). The shell structure vanishes at ≈ 2 nm from the NP surface and,

importantly, it remains stable with the increasing temperature (see also below).

Thus, in a somehow complementary picture as compared to the solid NM, (i) the

decreased cP,int of the interface, (ii) its pronounced shell structure, (iii) its stability with

temperature and (iv) its increased density, indicate that the interface behaves as a ”stable
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solid-like” region, with respect to the liquid bulk. The presence of a solid-like layer has

been already suggested in the literature, to explain experimental data.11–13,20,43 However,

its presence was introduced to justify a cp increase, rather than a decrease.20,43–45 The

rationale was the hypothesis of a melting solid-like region, partially incorporating the heat

of fusion.43 However, a melting process is clearly ruled out by our calculations, showing

that the shell structure is not destroyed with temperature.

Hence, the interface region must be characterized by harder vibrational modes, less

prone to absorb energy than the liquid modes.46–49 The replacement of softer liquid modes

with harder ”solid like” modes is the leading (negative) contribution to cP,ex.10

Finally, the temperature independence of the shell region structure (there is only a

rigid downshift of the density profile from 650 to 800 K) as well as of the cP,sm, implies

that also cP,ex is only slightly dependent on T (see Table 3).

Carbon nanoparticles in liquid KNO3. Amorphous carbon NPs in liquid KNO3 inherit

several properties already present in the corresponding solid system. Moreover, the nano-

material has some missing features as compared to the a-SiO2OH NPs in liquid KNO3.

As shown in Figure 11, the excluded volume region observed in the solid is also obtained

in the liquid. Unlike in the liquid containing a-SiO2OH NPs, there is no density ”pile

up” near the a-C NP, due to the purely repulsive NP-SM cross terms. The KNO3 density

oscillations are also strongly reduced (compare, for example, the first peak at 0.6 nm of

≈ 1.1 height of the K profiles in Figure 11 with the one at 0.4 nm of ≈ 1.7 height in

Figure 10) and, in fact, there is no shell structure with ions densities in counter-phase.

These facts indicate, essentially, the absence of a perturbed structure surrounding the

carbon NP. Thus, negative contributions to the excess terms due to a more ”solid-like”

behaviour of the liquid are ruled out.

As in the solid, we obtain positive values of the excess terms, as illustrated in Table

3. The cp enhancement η is presented in Figure 12, showing that enhancement values

arrive to ≈ 25 % for σ = 2 nm and xnp = 0.1. Such enhancements in a liquid system

10An extended shell structure augments, effectively, the displaced volume during the NP motion. We
then expect also the presence of hydrodynamic waves in the SM. These happen at larger time-scales than
our MD simulation time, thus their possible effects on the cp are not included in our calculations.
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Figure 10: Density profiles of liquid KNO3 around an a-SiO2OH nanoparticle at T= 650
and 800 K. Plots and highlighted regions have the same meaning as in Figure 3. Note
the counter-phase behaviour of the K+ and NO3

− density profiles between ≈ 0.35 and 2
nm, indicating a shell structure.
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are extremely relevant for industrial applications in CSP plants, which routinely operate

with liquid TES materials, with molten salts as suspending media.

Due to the similarity of the density profiles with temperature, and the fact that both

cP,sm and cidP,nm are temperature independent, the resulting excess terms do not change

at 650 and 800 K.

The contributing factors to these large and positive enhancements are the same as

in the solid case: (i) a cP,np higher than cP,sm ; (ii) an excluded volume region allowing

vibrations of the whole nanoparticle;46 (iii) the fact that the a-C nanoparticles are light;

(iv) the absence of a interface region with ”solid-like” behaviour, that would reduce the

enhancement.

Finally, we can validate the predictive capabilities of our theoretical model in obtaining

the cp of systems with a large intervals of NPs sizes and mass fractions. In Figure 12

we show a plot (dashed orange line) of the enhancement η for NPs with σ = 4 nm,

obtained via Eq. (8) of the model after a MD calculation for NPs having σ = 5 nm

and xnp ≈ 0.054 (blue square point). Then, we performed a separate MD calculation

of η at σ = 4 nm and xnp ≈ 0.033 (orange/filled black point). We obtain an excellent

agreement between MD and model (the MD point is on top of the dashed orange line).

This represents a strong validation of the model, which allows, at no computational cost,

to obtain cp enhancements in a large range of NPs sizes and mass fractions, after a single

MD calculation at specific xnp and σ values (and at a given temperature).
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Figure 11: Density profiles as in Figure 3, but for liquid KNO3 around a carbon NP,
at T = 650 and 800 K. As in the solid case, an excluded volume region around the NP
exists, indicated by black arrows.

Summary for solid and liquid nanomaterials

We summarize here our results obtained with KNO3 as suspending medium.

For solid nanomaterials we find:

� Positive cP,ex and CA,ex excess terms in all analyzed NMs (for attractive/repulsive

and purely repulsive cross interaction potentials), implying positive cp enhancements

with respect to the ideal specific heat, cidP,nm .

� Positive enhancements with respect to the specific heat of the suspending medium,

cP,sm , when the a-SiO2OH NPs diameter is less than 15 nm, and for all a-C NP

diameters.

For liquid nanomaterials, we find:

� Positive cP,ex and CA,ex excess terms for all a-C analyzed NMs. The cp increases

both with respect to the ideal cidP,nm and the cP,sm of the suspending medium.

� In NMs containing a-SiO2OH nanoparticles, cp decreases both with respect to

cidP,nm and cP,sm , in all considered (dilute regime) cases.
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Figure 12: Specific heat enhancement as in Figure 7, but for amorphous C nanoparticles
in liquid KNO3 , at T=650 and 800 K. The dashed orange line is obtained via the
theoretical model (Eq. (8)) for NPs with σ = 4 nm, obtained after a MD calculation at
σ = 5 nm and xnp ≈ 0.054 (blue square point). A separate MD calculation at σ =4 nm
and xnp ≈ 0.033 is shown with an orange/filled black point, in excellent agreement with
the model.
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We find the following main contributions to the cp variations:

1. An atomic re-organization at the interface, strongly material and phase dependent.

In interface regions, we found a more ”liquid-like” (”solid-like”) behaviour in a solid

(liquid) bulk suspending medium, with consequences on the vibrational modes and

cp, in line with other studies.46–49

2. The possibility to have vibrational modes of the NP as a whole, when the NP-SM

interaction creates an excluded volume region around the NP.

3. The relation between the cP,np of the NPs and the one of the suspending medium,

cP,sm.

The three contributions are often competing and may lead to opposite contributions to

the cp variation. Note that in all analyzed nanomaterials the NPs mass fractions are

always well inside the dilute regime (see SI). Thus, any agglomeration/aggregation effect

on cp is excluded from our analysis. In particular, the negative enhancements in liquid

KNO3 containing a-SiO2OH NPs are not related to these effects.

Conclusions

In this work, we combined a theoretical model with extensive molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations to analyze, in a unified description, the variation mechanisms of the specific

heat in ionic bulk materials containing nanoparticles (NMs). We consider technologically

relevant NMs, made by the inclusion of nanoparticles in solid and liquid suspending

media.

We considered three classes of NMs: systems where NP-SM effective interactions

are attractive and repulsive (represented by silica NPs in KNO3); systems where these

interactions are purely repulsive (amorphous carbon NPs in KNO3); systems with empty

cavities (nano-holes in KNO3).

Our theoretical model, for each NM and phase and on the basis of MD calculations at

a given temperature, NP diameter (σ) and NP mass fraction (xp), allows extrapolations
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at different σ and xp, at no extra computational cost. Our theory and simulations allow

to analyse cp trends in a very large space of ”parameters”, such as the involved materials,

their phase, the NPs size and concentration, the temperature. We also introduce a

purely material dependent parameter CA,ex (excess term per NP unit surface), crucial to

determine the sign and the entity of the cp variations.

As compared to pure KNO3, in solid NMs we find enhancements up to 110% by

adding carbon NPs at 550 K, when xp = 0.1 and σ = 2 nm. In liquids, at 650-800 K,

enhancements with the same NPs and mass fractions arrive to ≈ 25%. More modest

cp enhancements (up to ≈ 10%), and even diminutions, are obtained in solid and liquid

KNO3 containing a-SiO2OH NPs, respectively.

Our analysis is based on systems that represent a large set of nanomaterials. Sus-

pending media similar to KNO3, relevant in industrial applications, are expected to give

similar trends (in CSP plants based on parabolic troughs and towers, the storage tanks

are filled with liquid nitrates). Thus, tentative criteria for large cp enhancements at a

given mass fraction can be established. Increments are expected when the two materials

have a large CA,ex(T ) term; when the nanoparticles are light ; when their size is small ;

when their specific heat cP,np is larger than the one of the hosting medium cP,sm; in solid,

rather than liquid suspending media. In liquids, the sign of cp variations strongly depends

on the nature of interactions at the interface.

We believe that in this unified, non-trivial scenario of competing effects, our results for

liquids systems help in the interpretation of controversial experimental trends reported

in the literature,10–14,45 where, to date, there are no direct measurements of the SM

structuring/restructuring around the NP surface. While for the solids, we identify a

systematic, and reproducible way of improve the thermal properties using solid, ionic

bulk nanomaterials.
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Methods

Classical Molecular Dynamics (MD)

MD simulations have been performed using the LAMMPS software package.50,51 For all

considered systems, the cp values of have been calculated from the enthalpy data obtained

in the NPT statistical ensemble.

For simulations of an a-SiO2OH NP in liquid and solid KNO3 we used a time-step of

1 fs. Systems have been equilibrated using 106 time-steps and run with further 5 × 105

-5 × 106 time-steps. For the solid (liquid) systems, equilibrated configurations at the

highest (lowest) temperature have been used as input for the closest next lower (higher)

temperature.

Other relevant parameters: Nose-Hoover barostat time constant of 0.5 ps; a Nose-

Hoover thermostat time constant of 0.1 ps. A Buckingham and Coulomb interaction

cutoff distance of rc = 1.2 nm for systems with K+ ions, and rc = 1.1 nm for other cases;

long-range calculation accuracy for forces is 10−4.
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